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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE WEB OF MEMES

The term WEB69 originated from a random tweet which made fun of Jack
Dorsey's (former Twitter CEO) declaration of his alternative vision for a
decentralized internet, Web5. The tweet stipulated the possibility of
Dogecoin to create its indigenous subset of the internet, Web69. Dogecoin
is the first "meme coin", and more specifically, the first "dog coin"
which was launched in 2014. The cryptocurrency was created by software
engineers Billy Markus and Jackson Palmer to serve as a payment system for
goods and services on the internet. The massive success of the satirical
currency inspired the creation of a new category of cryptocurrency called
Meme Coins. Coins in this category are often promoted as fun and friendly
internet currencies.



CHALLENGE

In comparison to the horde of cryptocurrencies that have evolved in the
meme category, the fundamentals of $DOGE has remained stagnant over the
years despite its growing popularity and adoption. The cryptocurrency has
a sole use case - to be accepted as a means of payment. This has created
many limitations for users of $DOGE as the rest of the DeFi industry
evolve and explore other blockchain utilities.



WEB69 L2 BLOCKCHAIN

Web69 focuses on expanding the applications of Dogecoin. Web69 provides 
Dogecoin community a means to wrap $DOGE tokens using Web69 vaults. $wDOGE 
tokens will be use to transact on other platforms. $wDOGE tokens allow non-
native $DOGE to be used on any blockchain, build bridges between networks 
and facilitates access to decentralized applications (DApps) such as;

1. Decentralized Finance (DeFi)
2. GameFi 
3. NFT’s
4. DeFi yields such as staking, liquidity mining, lending & borrowing
5. Metaverse



WEB69 L2 BLOCKCHAIN

Web69 utilizes the Polygon Edge extensive framework to develop an Ethereum-
compatible blockchain network with high level of security and scalability. 
By employing Polygon Edge in its development, Web69 is designed to be fully 
compatible with Ethereum smart contracts, transactions and DApps. Notably, 
as Polygon Edge uses IBFT consensus mechanism supported as PoA and PoS, the 
Web69 blockchain is designed to entreat IBFT PoS with built-in system 
contracts and also support communication with multiple blockchain networks, 
by utilizing the centralized bridge solution.



WEB69 L2 BLOCKCHAIN

The Proof-of-Stake consensus employed by the Web69 chain reduces the amount 
of computational work needed to verify blocks and transactions that keep 
the blockchain fast and secure. With PoS, cryptocurrency owners validate 
block transactions based on the number of coins a validator stakes. In 
contrast to PoW used in the Bitcoin network, validators must buy coins or 
tokens to become a validator in PoS. Effectively, this requirement will 
give rise to an increasing demand for the native cryptocurrency of the 
Web69 chain.



PRINCIPLE ATTRIBUTES OF WEB69 CHAIN

1. Scalability: supports increasing load of transaction, as well as 
improving throughput, reducing latency, and obviously lowering the 
transaction fees.

2. Ethereum-compatible: compatible with Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) that 
is essential for smart contracts to run.

3. Interoperability protocol: for exchanging data with Dogecoin, Ethereum 
and other blockchains.

4. Security: provided by a pool of professional validators. PoS allows 
users to participate in securing the network by locking up tokens. 
Consequently, users are rewarded for securing the network in the form of 
native tokens.



WEB69 CHAIN CONFIGURATION

1. The average block time is expected to be 2 seconds.
2. Initially, 30 nodes will be running to comply with BFT (Byzantine Fault 
Tolerance).
3. Block size will be dynamic and decided by the Validator set. The initial 
block gas limit is
4. The expected number of validator nodes in the chain will be 30 at a 
minimum.
5. Only addresses staking up to 20,000,000,000 $WEB69 will be eligible to 
join the Validator Set.
6. If the block is not produced or accepted within the expected time, the 
next validator
would take over the proposer duty.
9. There is no newly minted block reward for block production.
10. All transaction fees will be valued in either $WEB69



The native token of the WEB69 blockchain is $WEB69. As the native token,
$WEB69 serves as the gas fees for transactions on the WEB69 chain, issuance
costs for new assets, minting and burning costs and more. $WEB69 is also
used for delegated staking on the authority validator.

$WEB69 can be staked to contribute to network security and vote on
community governance protocols. Its PoS model also enables it to process
transactions faster, putting it above networks that still implement full
proof-of-work (PoW) systems.

THE $WEB69 TOKEN



A blockchain bridge, otherwise known as a cross-chain bridge, connects two 
blockchains and allows users to send cryptocurrency from one chain to the 
other. It enables the flow of data and tokens across what would otherwise 
be isolated sets of data on different blockchains.

WEB69 CROSS-CHAIN COMPATIBILITY



Web69 BRIDGE

The Web69 bridge is a bi-directional bridge which provides a link between 
Dogecoin blockchain and Web69 blockchain. By means of the cross-chain 
protocol, the value of $wDOGE is pegged to $DOGE value, an equal ratio of 
1:1. Both tokens are required to interact with one another in Web69 
blockchain. For every $DOGE token that is bridged, Web69 protocol mints an 
equivalent $wDOGE token. By a similar process, when $wDOGE token is 
converted back into $DOGE token, the $wDOGE token will be burned to release 
$DOGE token from the reserve. 



$DOGE tokens to $wDOGE tokens conversion,
1. The user transfers $DOGE tokens to the Web69 protocol (Web69 Vault).
2. The $DOGE tokens transferred will be locked in the Web69 protocol.
3. The Web69 protocol mints an equivalent amount of $wDOGE and sends it to 
the user.

$wDOGE tokens can be used to deploy and interact with smart contracts on 
Web69.

$wDOGE tokens to $DOGE tokens conversion,
1. The user transfers $wDOGE tokens to the Web69 protocol (Web69 Vault)
2. The $wDOGE tokens will be burned to release $DOGE token from the 

reserve. 
3. The Web69 protocol released equivalent amount of $DOGE and sends it to 

the user. 

How WEB69 Cross-chain Bridge Protocol Works



INCUBATOR FOR DOGE ECOSYSTEM

The Incubator for Doge community provides an exclusive access to build an 
innovative crypto projects as a startup before launching it into DeFi 
market. 

This incubation period provides an extra security that will help prevent 
malicious intents from project owners, protect its investors and secure 
their funds.



Web69 WALLET

The Web69 wallet is a cross-chain compatible. Supporting major blockchain 
networks such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain, Doge and 
subsequently, WEB69.



Web69 STAKING

Stake $WEB69 token and earn passive income in the form of dividends 
distributed in $DOGE. 



The native token $WEB69 has a total supply of 1 trillion with a transaction 
fee of 6%. 

All of its supply is mined at launch and put into the open market. To aid 
transparency, no portion of the token is allocated to the team. All tokens 
are in circulation.

WEB69 TOKEN ECONOMICS

The native token $WEB69 has a total supply of 1 trillion with a transaction 
fee of 6%. 

• Sell
2% - Development
2% - Marketing
1% - Liquidity
1% - Reflection

All of its supply is mined at launch and put into the open market. To aid 
transparency, no portion of the token is allocated to the team. All tokens 
are in circulation.

• Buy
2% - Development
2% - Marketing
1% - Liquidity
1% - Reflection



WEB69 Roadmap

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4



WEB69 Roadmap – Phase 1

 Token Economics
 Launch at Unicrypt
 1 Year Liquidity Lock
 Uniswap Listing
 Public Whitepaper
 Coingecko Listing
 Coinmarketcap Listing
 Website Revamp
 Staking dApp… … .



WEB69 Roadmap – Phase 2

 Launch WEB69 Staking
 Marketing Push
 Audit
 Launchpad - For projects supporting DOGE ecosystem
 Ethereum-DOGE Bridge….… . 



WEB69 Roadmap – Phase 3

 WEB69 L2 Blockchain
 Migration to WEB69 L2 Blockchain
 Official DEX Launch
 Official Wallet Launch
 Hackathons for builders on Web69
 Ecosystem expansion for more DOGE adoption…. ..


